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About This Game

Take control of a ship of your choice and explore a randomly generated galaxy in Dissimilation!

Dissimilation is a top down, retro styled shooter set in a randomly generated galaxy. Dock at space stations and land on
randomly generated planets, populated by alien flora and fauna.

Upgrade your ship by buying new weapons and armor, or craft them yourself! The upgrades will be vital in fighting off pirates,
androids and even the galactic police force!

Attack elite Capital ships in brutal space battles to board the wreckage and kill the captain.
Slaughter the inhabitants of a colony or space station at your own risk – the structure may come under siege by galactic police.

Key Features:

Randomly Generated Galaxy
Space stations, planets and nebula are all randomly generated to provide a unique gameplay experience for each user.
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Story
Dissimilation features a full single player story. While exploring, you will encounter story events which will ultimately reveal the

dark secret of this galaxy.

Exploration
A key element of Dissimilation is exploration. You can land on nearly every planet to explore its surface. Each planet will be

unique with its own weather, plants and wildlife. Some will be nothing more than an arid, barren wasteland, devoid of any
natural life. Some may be lush, with a climate similar to the Earth's. Depending on these conditions, the human structures will
change. The more barren planets may only have a single research station or mining colony. The more picturesque planets will

likely be popular galactic tourist destinations.

Resource collection
To acquire resources, you must mine asteroids or natural structures on planets. The yield of the planet’s structures is strongly

influenced by various conditions on the planet, particularly the chemical makeup of the crust. However, Dissimilation is
specifically designed to give players the maximum amount of freedom. It is therefore possible to play the game without

collecting a single mineral or touching a crafting table.

Loot System
A variety of containers and other items of interests are randomly generated on each planet’s surface. Venturing out from the

colonies and research stations is often rewarded by finding crashed escape pods or old cargo containers. There structures may
contain valuable items or credits to aid you on your journey.

Ship Upgrades
There are a huge variety of upgrades for your ship. There upgrades range from simply installing larger fuel tanks in order to

explore for longer durations of time, to increasing power to the laser cannons for a higher intensity attack.
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Title: Dissimilation
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Fivesyounger Development
Publisher:
Fivesyounger Development
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7 / 8.1 / 10

Processor: 1.2 GHz processor of faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 8 compatible graphics card with 512mb video memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 141 MB available space

English
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Die grundlegenden Spielfunktionen funktionieren schonmal problemlos
The basic game works flawless, and you can find ALL the foundation of PC2 in this game again.
I would say only few games succeed with that. if some border stuff is missing: who cares?

Die Missionen sind wesentlich besser als ich es von anderen spielen kenne, da es meist garkeine Handlung gibt! stattdessen
aufgewärmte brühe. Das spiel is hier nich schlimmer.
The story is not worse than II know it from most of the other games. There you have mostly nothing at all or a joke.
warmed up cheese and novalue. here, we have at least something. It keeps the game going.

I have not seen bugs in the first 75 minutes. If I shall judge like others do their rant, I can also go blue after this time.

what are you looking for after 18 years without industry giant or any good eco-sim? what are you looking for.
the piano is also inside...
not sure if developer will come out as a pirate sooner, but it has basics, that some older studios with billions dont can. bad
english on purpose.. pursuit. something like that. eat it!

its NOT worse than PC2 and also not sick of 'modern sickness' which is why you might not like it, if you are sick byself.. I have
an i7 and an HD 7970 and the game drop to 2 frames\/sec. in less than 30 seconds of gameplay.

Requesting refund.. If you aren't already a fan, start with an earlier game. Lots of content here, not all of it's great, but if you've
stuck with SpellForce 2 games for this long, then keep going because it's not like this is much worse than previous entries. I
think the camera kinda sucks and managing units and hero skills is a chore, personally, but maybe other people are used to it.
The only real disappointment for me comes from not being super into this game when I used to really like RTS games - and no
one really makes RTS games like this anymore.. Monday Night Combat ("MNC") muses over the savage events that once took
place in the ancient Colosseum, notably gladiatorial combat and the slaying of exotic beasts. MNC draws parallels to these
events now alien to modern humans tamed with the domesticated and subdued format of what we now call "sports." In MNC,
the combatants are not only supposed to mutilate one another, but also unautonomous "bots" on their way to glory.

In the background is the audience; in the most literal sense of what Guy Debord calls "the spectacle," we see the audience of
MNC as mere shadows, replaced and defined instead by their fetish for the merciless spectacle of the arena. The overwhelming
mass media advertising (so called "endorsements") of this future time reveals the financial underpinning and true consumerist
nature of the event.

MNC is a herald of a generation to come; warning of the lenghts to which rampant consumerism will go to ensure a profit. In
the world of MNC, the message is untimely.. Bought it on a discount and found it worth my money. 4 of the 6 were very
interesting, two felt like they didn't put a lot of effort into the story. One of them was very challenging.. A fun and cute Match 3
game :). 5000 achievements under 30 minutes. That's it.
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This game does NOT have Trading Cards as advertised.

Garbage. Avoid it. 1/10 (for achievements). Splice is a fun puzzle game. The puzzles start off easy to allow you to get used to
the mechanics, which are very simple, and continue to increase in difficulty. Splice has an amazing sountrack that just adds to
an already terrific game. Splice is just an enjoyable game from start to finish. If you like puzzle games I highly recommend you
buy this game. I will be hoping for Ciphor Prime Studios to make a second game.. Gameplay: Easy, slow & repetitive.
Visuals: Colonoscopy.
Voice-over: that "You touch me Tra-la-la" dude.

Ah, if only i could see the face of the poor woman you gift this to - PRICELESS :D
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Tron like endless runner for a buck. Yes please. BRUTAL!!!! Love it.. You Have 10 Seconds 2, just like You have 10 Seconds
1, but with different Seconds.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/510050/

I think both are pretty great platformers.
. Second Impression (update to my first impression) :

I've been looking for another good "Puzzle Quest" style game. Up to this point, the only types of those games that I did like were
the actual Puzzle Quest series. Puzzle Kingdoms, Dungeon Hearts, and Legend of Fae were almost good, but not good enough in
comparison to the quality of the PQ series. I loved Runespell: Overture, but that involves cards instead of gems. I've been
looking forward to Gyromancer for a while and had it held up in my backlog for even longer. I definitely enjoyed it at first,
though the latter half of the game may turn off some people. And like PQ, it does feel good to earn you wins through a bit a
strategy, but I found alot of "close calls" came out in my favor purely due to the luck of the way gems dropped on the board.

Instead of swapping adjacent gems horizontally or vertically, you swap them with a rotation tool of sorts. While unique, it does
feel rather annoying when you have an easy match, but can match gems because they are in a odd corner, to the left of your
cursor, or stuck near locked gems that can't be moved. This is part of the game design of course, but in the later levels
especially, you often feel like you may not have what you need to match gems to prevent damage to you or attack the enemy.
Only the player gets to make the gem swaps, but over time and also depending on which gems you swap, the enemy's ability
meter will increase until they activate and morph a gem into a timed attack gem on the board or cause a status effect to one or
both monsters. You then have a limited amount of turns to use that morphed gem in a match and remove it before it causes
damage to your monster. This generally requires strategy and a bit of luck. My other complaint is that the game does appear to
want you to potentially replay completed levels, as some paths of a stage are not cleared until after you beat it, which also mean
you can't complete all the stage challenges in one run.

One annoyance in gameplay I have is that you don't get enough items. In the start of the game, you get a few, but I never felt
like I needed them. Once I got into the 3rd part of the world map, rounds were harder and there were so many situations where I
could have used a Magic Mirror to rotate gems counter-clockwise or a Magick Key to unlock a locked gem, but couldn't because
I only had one left that I wanted to save or had none at all. Items are found in chests and not in any store, but it almost feel like
luck to get them because chests are found on certain parts of the level trail and you can't see the entire trail to know where to go.
You have to assume where your route will take you.

Another irritant is that it seems like you will probably need to grind to play the later half of the game succesfully. When my
monsters were around level 20+, I started seeing monsters at level 50 plus. Thankfully, some older levels will have paths you
couldn't get to before, but can now, but it also feels like a pretty articial way of extending the game more than it needed to be.

Gyromancer seems pretty good from the few hours I played. It doesn't keep my interest long enough which each sitting for me
to have long play sessions like I did with PQ. The need to grind and backtrack put me off a bit - I don't mind it in certain games,
but I don't really care for it here. That could be part of the reason it isn't well known, since this can get fairly difficult for
casuals. This is probably the next best thing to the Puzzle Quest series from what I played, outside of Runespell: Overture.. Got
super excited about this game. Went into game, bought a tomato seed. Item description under construction. Tried to open my
map, game crashed. Seems like it could be a sweet follow up to challenger, but in its current state, do NOT buy this. I will
change my review if they fix the game and I eagerly await an update.. Great story, amazing gameplay and a lot of fur. If you
don't like bunnies with knifes and teddy bears with bombs this might not be the game for you.
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